22 October 1959
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Meeting called to order in the Civil Defence Building at 8:35 pm.
President Harold Dow - VE3DBI in the Chair.
Roll call showed a total of twelve members present.
The minutes of the last meeting were read by the Secretary, Frank
Start - VE3AJ. These were adopted as read on motion of Bill
Blennerhassett - VE3AGA and seconded by George Lord - VE3BYG.
In the absence of Bill Roberts - VE3ARN, Chairman of the Two Meter
Project Committee, a short report was given by the Secretary. This
was to the effect that the two meter project remains unchanged from
the last meeting. The power supply/modulator and the receiver
converter still require completion.
There was some discussion regarding Work Night but the final
decision was that no change should be made. The second Tuesday of
each month remains as Work Night.
Code practice and an oscillator for same was next on the agenda.
It was moved by George Lord - VE3BYG and seconded by Bill
Blennerhassett - VE3AGA that arrangements be made for some code
practice at the next meeting. Peter Boyle - VE3DPJ to supply the
oscillator.
R.O.R. Certificate Chairman, George Lord - VE3BYG, reported that
no action had been taken pending his own examination. Les Harris VE3AYZ reviewed the requirements for an R.O.R. Certificate.
George Lord - VE3BYG spoke regarding the Interference Committee.
He suggested this be composed of Harry Stephens - VE3AIT, Bill
Roberts - VE3ARN; and Bert Lambert - VE3BKY with Les Harris - VE3AYZ
acting in an advisory capacity in arranging procedure.
Demonstration of a Frequency measuring device was made by Bill
Roberts - VE3ARN and two meter receiver by J. C. (Jim) Bailey VE3DGZ.
Technical paper on Reactance was given by George Lord - VE3BYG.
This was the first of a series on the subject of Impedance
Measurement and Matching.
George Lord - VE3BYG spoke briefly to the members regarding our
good fortune in having a friend like Roland Batiston who has so
often donated his services and his projector to show the Club moving
pictures. He hoped the membership fully appreciated this generous
service.
George also brought up the subject of a Ladies Night or dinner
meeting. On suggestion of the Chairman further discussion on this
subject was postponed until the next meeting.
Meeting adjourned on motion of Steve Bush - VE3EBS, seconded by J.
C. (Jim) Bailey - VE3DGZ.
10 November 1995
Attended Work Night: Frank Start - VE3AJ, Peter Boyle - VE3DPJ;
and Burt Brown - VE3BHT.
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